
A High tech Luxury Easter In Shoreditch

If you are staying at the luxury M hotel in London over the easter holidays you'll 
be in for a veritable feast of treats and we're not just talking easter eggs.  As the 
M hotel is the latest offering from the prestigious Montcalm hotel chain, this high 
tech wonderfully designed luxury escape is situated in the digital capital of 
England, Shoreditch the home of  the increasingly famous silicon roundabout 
silicon valley's younger more hyperactive cousin. And with the M hotel being 
moments away from Old street tube you can always explore other areas of the 
big smoke if shoreditch doesn't take your fancy. That being said Shoreditch is an 
eclectic mix of coffee shops, bars,cafes and boutique stores.

London is full of museums and art galleries but art in london is not confined to 
enclosed spaces. If you're looking for an artistic visual fix,Shoreditch won't 
disappoint. Take a walk from the historic brick lane to peruse an array of bright 
brilliant graffiti then make your way towards Redchurch street to see some of the 
most fantastic street art in London. Or stroll to shoreditch triangle and let your 
artistic curiosity run wild to gain even more creative inspiration.

Now, you've heard of pop-up restaurants and of course pop-up books, what 
about a pop-up mall. Situated on Bethnal Green road,  Boxpark is the worlds first 
pop-up mall you can shop till you drop eat till you drop and drink till you... maybe 
not that last one. Boxpark is a configuration of stylishly modified shipping 
containers offering reasonably priced and an interesting range of products from 
household names to the more obscure. 

So it looks like your easter weekend will be a luxurious, hi tech, funky, eclectic, 
artistic one which will only enhance your stay at the M hotel which will surely 
have you come back for more. Happy Easter!


